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When we work for the common good, we experience each other in new ways.
We don't worry about difference, or status, or traditional
power relationships. We worry about whether we will succeed in accomplishing
what needs to be done. We focus on the work, not on each other.
We learn what trust is.
We learn the necessity of good communication.
Margaret Wheatley (2002).
Turning to One Another: simple conversations to restore hope to the future.

The International Association of Peer
Supporters (iNAPS) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization that promotes emerging and best
practices in peer support and peer workforce
development.
We send regular newsletters and updates to our
members and free email subscriber list of 5000,
hold regular webinars on topics requested by
peer supporters, and host an internationallyattended conference that brings together people in all aspects of the peer support movement.
This year marks the 10th annual conference devoted to peer supporters and the champions of
the peer support movement. (http://inaops.org/2016-annual-conference/)

Our Mission
Our mission is to grow the profession by promoting
the inclusion of peer supporters throughout mental and behavioral health systems
worldwide. We learn together and grow in our ability to….






Demonstrate compassion and hope.
Understand.
Expect more and encourage the next step.
Increase acceptance of those with mental health, substance use, or trauma experiences
in their communities of choice.
Increase awareness of the benefits of hiring peer support providers.

Our Vision
Our vision is to make peer support services an option for anyone who needs the compassion
and understanding of someone who has been there.

Our Values
Our values come from an inclusive process of focus groups, interviews, and surveys in which
1000 peer support providers across the U.S. gave a 98% approval to twelve core ethical values
of peer support. The U.S. National Practice Guidelines Steve Harrington compiled from peer
input in that process have been used as a global standard for ethical peer support practices.
To download a free copy of the U.S. National Practice Guidelines, visit:
https://na4ps.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/nationalguidelines1.pdf
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Leadership Update
We are excited to announce Lori Ashcraft and Rita Cronise have accepted the part-time roles of
Executive Consultant and Director of Operations, respectively to continue to grow iNAPS both inside and
out. They will carry on the visionary work of our founding director, Steve Harrington, with the intent to
continue to grow and build a thriving organization that meets the changing needs of the emerging and
rapidly evolving peer support workforce. Rita and Lori extend gratitude to the entire iNAPS leadership
team, in particular treasurer Renee Kopache and consultant Ethel Sidney, for their work behind the
scenes during this time of transition.
In this newsletter we highlight our upcoming 10th annual national peer supporter conference and begin
by thanking Dr. Arthur Evans, Commissioner, and Dr. Marquita Williams Deputy Commissioner of Dept.
of Behavioral Health and Intellectual disAbilities Services (DBHIDS) in this year’s host city of Philadelphia,
and extra thanks to our Philadelphia coordinator, Sean Brinda, for unparalleled local support for our
National event: http://inaops.org/2016-annual-conference.
Planning a National conference is a big undertaking and a number of people have led vital efforts in the
initial planning and preparation. First, our board president, Matthew Federici has provided a great deal
of guidance based on his past experience with WRAP Around the World conferences and Ethel Sidney
has volunteered her legal expertise in coordinating all of the hotel contacts and communications. Robyn
Priest led the workshop selection committee based on her experiences in organizing the Alternatives
conference. 90 exceptional proposals were submitted for workshops to fit within 40 available times in
the schedule and the conference selection committee has worked hard to choose workshops that best
fit the theme and learning objectives of peer supporters. It is a time-consuming job and we all
appreciate the extra efforts of Robyn and the entire selection committee, which included: Lyn Legere,
Lori Ashcraft, Martha Barbone, Shelley Brown, Nick Holstein, Gayle Bluebird, Frances Skerritt, Clarice
Bailey, Sean Brinda, Holly Dixon, Rachelle Weiss, Vicki Rainey, and Renee Kopache.
Others who have been instrumental in multiple phases of organizing and planning the conference have
been: Bill Beverley-Blanco (Global Peer Supporter Celebration Day), Clarice Bailey, Anna CampbellBonilla, Deb Clark, Harry Coe, Elisha Coffey, Crystal Edwards, Maureen Feeny-Byrnes, Lisa Goodale, Kim
Maldonado, Gayathri Ramprasad, Kim Renniger, Terrence Smithers, Anthony Stratford, Onzie Travis,
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Mike Weaver, Shane Whalley, Jessica Wolf, and our founder, Steve Harrington – who has continued to
offer wisdom gained from nine previous years of conference planning.
The final selections are in process and notifications about the selected proposals will be going out in
mid-April. Open registration for the conference will begin on April 15. If you are planning to attend, be
sure to come to Philadelphia a few days early to take advantage of numerous pre-conference workshops
and events by recognized organizations like The Copeland Center, DBSA, Intentional Peer Support,
PeerZone, Recovery to Practice and an Arts Festival that is being organized by Gayle Bluebird and
nationally known artists in the peer community. As more details about these independently organized
events become available, a Catalog of Pre-Conference events held during August 22-25 in and near
Philadelphia will be published and also posted on the conference page of our website.
This month’s feature article is from our consulting co-director Lori Ashcraft, and we are pleased to offer
a link to an article she recently had published in the Insights for Executives column in Behavioral Health
magazine.
Optum will continue to offer free webinars with nationally-known presenters in 2016. The next webinar
is planned for Friday, May 12. Stay tuned for more!
We continue to be grateful for the ongoing support of our board of directors: Peter Ashenden, Bill
Beverley-Blanco, Gladys Christian, Lisa Goodale, Dwayne Mayes, Diann Schutter, Terrence Smithers, Lisa St.
George, and Anthony Stratford, as well as our leadership team: Matthew Federici, Andy Bernstein, Mike Weaver,
and Renee Kopache and our state and country advisors who have continued to guide us in our efforts to

provide support for the peer supporters.
As with any grassroots organization, we are stronger when we come together around a common
purpose. One step you can make to support our common purpose is to join iNAPS as a full member. The
fee is $25 annually: http://inaops.org/join-us. Another step is to make a charitable tax-deductible
contribution. Different levels of sponsorship are included on our website under Exhibitors and Sponsors.
A contribution of any amount goes toward our ongoing efforts to educate, promote the inclusion
of, and improve conditions for the emerging peer support workforce and those who are being
supported through their efforts.
Finally, a quick update on Steve. His mother, Nina Harrington passed away
peacefully on April 2, 2016. She was an avid supporter of NAPS for the first
10 years of the organization, working tirelessly in the early years to print,
fold, staple, stamp and hand address hundreds of newsletters each month
as well as maintaining the main home office address in Ada, Michigan for
NAPS as Steve traveled frequently and lived for a time in Boston to pursue
his post-doc studies with Boston University on the topic of happiness.
She truly embodied one of my favorite inspirational sayings, “It costs a
candle nothing to light another candle.” May her flame continue to light the
way for Steve and all of us.
Wishing you peace, Rita Cronise, iNAPS Director of Operations
www.recoverresources.com.
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Save the Dates!

Philadelphia, PA
with pre-conference events planned on August 22-25.

http://inaops.org/2016-annual-conference
Early bird member rate (until June 1):
$250 (both days)
Early bird non-member rate (until June 1):
$300 (both days)
Youth (age 26 and under)
$210 (both days)

Registration opens April 15, 2016.
Hotel Room Conference Rates: $159 single/double | $179 triple until July 1, 2016 (subject to availability)
Mention the “iNAPS conference when reserving rooms to get the discount.
To book a hotel room online,
visit: https://www.starwoodmeeting.com/Book/peersupporterconference
Click here for more about the Sheraton Philadelphia Society Hill
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© Renee Kopache, iNAPS Treasurer and Nature Photographer

All for one, One for all
Coming together as one
Trying to get things done.
One goal we are trying to find
Giving each other peace of mind.
When someone is full of despair
Someone will always be there.
Whether depression or anxiety
Or trying to keep sobriety.
Someone will answer the call
All for one, one for all.
When you want to cry or bend an ear
Someone will listen or wipe your tear.
Whether friend, sister or brother
We should help one another.
Bipolar, Schizophrenic or borderline
You, it does not define.
Given the opportunity
We should collaborate for unity.
©2016 Rosalie A. Cooper
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Calling Creative Collaborators (continued)
Seeking Artists, Photographers, Poets, and Visual Creators to Contribute to the
iNAPS 10th Annual Conference Brochure, Program,
and Global Peer Supporter Celebration Day!
Originality required!! All submitted art must be original and submitted by the artist or with agreement
from a third party
Venues: May be visual, photography, poetry (short poems) or inspirations.
Conference Theme: Collaborating for Unity. Images should fall loosely into the conference theme but
may be realistic or abstract, surreal, deeply serious, thought provoking, celebratory, culturally diverse,
or holistic.
Global Peer Supporter Celebration Day Theme: Images that illustrate the worldwide power of peer
support are also being sought by the committee that is organizing this world wide day of celebration.
Contributors: We encourage artistic expressions from peers of all ages, teen-senior, trauma survivors,
substance abusers, and newcomers to the movement and older seasoned survivors.
Thank you for your contributions!

CREATIVE CONTRIBUTION CLEARINGHOUSE
GUIDELINES
Submit artistic contributions (jpg or pdf format preferred) for review by email
with Art Contribution in the subject line to conference@naops.org and copy in
gaylebluebird@aol.com.
Before we use your art in any publication or conference related materials we
will verify your permission for use of the artwork, the title of the work and
copyright date, and any online galleries or Facebook pages you might wish for
us to link to so that readers can contact you directly for more information on
purchasing or locating similar creative works by you.
If you are interested in participating in the iNAPS Creative Works
Clearinghouse, indicate that in your submission.
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By Lori Ashcraft , Kathy Bashor and Mike Franczak Behavioral
Healthcare: Insights for Executives March 15, 2016
A quiet revolution is taking place across the country that we may all want
to be paying attention to: The emergence of advanced training for peers
who have joined the behavioral health workforce. I’m going to use a
broad brush to paint a context for this development, and then we’ll take a
deep dive into one project so we can learn how the moving parts fit
together. Perhaps the most interesting questions is not “How is this
happening” but rather, “Why is this happening?”
The recovery movement in behavioral health began to occur in force in
the late 1990s, and on its heels came the emergence of the peer movement. Adding a peer to a
program’s workforce soon became a symbol of a program’s willingness to take the recovery movement
seriously. As a new profession, Peer Support Specialists—as they were initially regarded—faced many
challenges, not the least of which were existing professionals that were confused by their presence.
As long as peers worked in peer-run organizations, their existence went unheeded by mainstream
mental health programs. However, when peers began to be added to treatment teams, crisis programs,
residential programs and hospitals, the resistance to their presence escalated exponentially.
“Patients” were regaining their lives through a recovery process and joining the ranks of professionals in
the workforce and were called “peers” not “patients.” This was not an easy pill for other professionals to
swallow in the early 2000s, and still isn’t in many places. The concept of “peers” did not fit well into the
existing model of patients being patients and professionals being professionals which was the prevailing
prototype.
In all fairness, existing professionals were not introduced to peers in a way that allowed for an easy
integration. The peer role was not explained, and the differentiation between the peer role and the role
of other professionals was not made clear.
Learn more, read the full article in Behavioral Healthcare Magazine:
http://www.behavioral.net/article/advanced-training-peers-gain-credibility?page=2

Read Lori’s Blog, The Karate Kid on the iNAPS website: http://inaops.org/2016/03/04/the-karate-kid-bylori-ashcraft/
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By Howard Diamond
Spring has sprung. Now, it is time to clear my head and my lung/s and,
maybe, a song or two to be sung. All sorts of possibilities, but let's get
real. Does one think about the consequences of one's actions in
regard to bad mental health?

© 2016 Gordon Durich
Art Bloke
gdd2@roadrunner.com

Probably, not! I for one think about my mental wellness. Wintertime,
was my time to be lazy and not take care of myself and except for my
new job, I basically hibernated. No, I am not a bear. I am a human
being who wants to be mentally, physically and emotionally well.
Being well is a state of mind, but we as people can do things to make
things better. Some people go to school or read to stay mentally
sharp. Others of us run, jog, walk and or lift weights to be in a good
condition physically. Then, there are some that have romantic
relationships with a partner to keep themselves emotionally viable. A
combination of everything is probably best.

What I do is walk a mile every other day on the boardwalk and read mystery novels. Unfortunately, last
June 12th I lost my partner, Maureen, who was a big part of my emotional network. All these months
later, she still is an emotional support. Maureen may not be here in the real sense, but when I think
about her (daily) she gives me support. Walking often gives me a feeling of relief, like I'm free as a bird.
And no, as much as I have flights of fantasy sometimes, I do not think I can fly, but walking releases my
nervous energies and stress.
As March draws to a close, I have now been working in my new job ten weeks and I find it interesting
and challenging almost every day. When I meet with consumers, I help and encourage them organize
their residences. Sometimes, I offer a suggestion that they might not have thought of, or just a
recommendation that might help them proceed in a positive way. Each time I meet with someone it is a
chance to express my views and they hopefully feel comfortable enough to talk about theirs, but it is
always a process. Every person has their own story and if they want to share, I'll do my best to give them
time and listen. Isn't that what PEERS do? I think so.
Yes, spring has sprung and for me spring brings hope. Everyone go outside and enjoy yourself. Take it
one day at a time and focus on only what you can do. Remember, you are only one person. This what I
tell myself when I begin to become overwhelmed. Now, let's spring into action and stay on the path of
wellness. See you in the newsletter.
Howard Diamond is a member from Long Island, New York and a frequent contributor to the newsletter.
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Items of interest from the most recent issue of Key Update
SAMHSA Seeks Applications for Its 2016 Voice Awards
The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) is
seeking nominations for its 2016 Voice Awards. This year, “the Voice Awards will focus on the role that family
support—between parents, children, spouses/partners, siblings, and other close family relationships—plays
in inspiring hope and resilience for people experiencing a mental and/or substance use disorder….Special
consideration will be given to consumer/peer leaders who promote partnerships with family members as an
essential part of recovery [and] to film and television productions that portray the positive impact that family
members can have on their loved one’s path to recovery.” Nominations are due by April 22, 2016. For more
information, click here.

“Healing Voices” Documentary to Have Global Premiere on April 29, 2016

“Healing Voices,” a “new feature-length documentary which explores the experiences commonly
labeled as ‘psychosis’ through the real-life stories of individuals working to overcome extreme mental
states and integrate these experiences into their lives in meaningful ways,” will have its global premiere
on April 29, 2016. “The film follows three subjects – Oryx, Jen, Dan – over a period of nearly five years
and features interviews with notable personalities, including Robert Whitaker, Dr. Bruce Levine, Will
Hall, Marius Romme, and others.” For more information and to see the trailer, click on the following
link: www.HealingVoicesMovie.com. The film makers are planning a “One Night, One Voice” global
event to mark the VOD (Video-On-Demand) release of the movie. Click here for information about
screening packages. For additional information about licensing or tax-deductible donations, click here or
contact pj@digitaleyesfilm.com.
TU Collaborative on Community Inclusion Focuses on Criminal Justice Issues

Reintegration of individuals with mental illnesses into community life following incarceration is the focus
of the latest edition of the Temple University Collaborative on Community Inclusion newsletter. Included
are links to a monograph entitled Returning to the Community: Reentry Barriers following Incarceration
among Individuals with Serious Mental Illnesses, an infographic that details the results of a study on the
community participation patterns of individuals with serious mental health conditions after their release
from jail compared to a control group, and much more! For the newsletter, click here.
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BRSS TACS (Recorded)The ACA and Outreach in Frontier States

BRSS TACS (Bringing Recovery Supports to Scale Technical Assistance Center Strategy) First Friday
teleconference covered The Affordable Care Act (ACA) and Outreach in Frontier States.“ First Fridays
with BRSS TACS is a free monthly opportunity to meet with nationally recognized leaders to discuss
recovery-related topics in an open and informal setting. For access to this and previous BRSS TACS First
Friday events, visit: http://brsstacs.center4si.com/FirstFridaysArchive.pdf
New Website on Mental Health and Substance Use Disorder Parity

ParityTrack “aims to be the central site for mental health and substance use disorder parity information
and to offer an exclusive look at parity issues.” It works to help people understand their rights under the
federal and state parity laws and to “feel empowered to exercise those rights.” The website—sponsored
by a variety of organizations, including the Kennedy Forum and the Scattergood Foundation—includes
three main sections: Parity Reports, Know Your Rights, and Get Support. The site is available here.
SAMHSA Publication on Practicing Recovery Available for Free Download

This month, SAMHSA published Practicing Recovery: Implementing and Measuring a Recovery
Orientation, by Larry Davidson, Ph.D. This four-page document describes “several tools have been
developed to help agencies and practitioners learn about the profound changes required to implement
recovery-oriented practices.” “Recovery-oriented practices move beyond the conventional policies and
structures of most behavioral health agencies, necessitating a transformation of behavioral health
services,” Davidson writes. “This transformation, according to the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services (2005), will require ‘profound change—not at the margins of a system, but at its very
core.’” To download the free document, click here.
Alternatives 2016 Will Take Place September 21-25 in San Diego!

Alternatives 2016 (#AltCon16), organized by Peerlink National Technical Assistance Center
(@PeerlinkTA) from September 21 to 25, will be held at the Town & Country Resort & Convention
Center in San Diego, California! Check the Peerlink website for more information as it becomes
available: http://www.peerlinktac.org/
These articles and many more are included in the March issue of the Key Update.

The Key Update is the free monthly e-newsletter of the National Mental Health Consumers' Self-Help
Clearinghouse. For content, reproduction or publication information, contact Susan Rogers
at srogers@mhasp.org. To view the current issue of the Key Update,
click: http://www.mhselfhelp.org/the-key-update-latest. For content, reproduction or publication
information, please contact Susan Rogers at srogers@mhasp.org or 800.553.4539 x3812, 267.507.3812
(direct). Follow Susan on Twitter at @SusanRogersMH.
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News from the Depression and Bipolar Support Alliance

For more, visit:
http://www.dbsalliance.org/site/PageServer?pagename=education_eupdate_2016_march#13

News from Doors to Wellbeing

Beyond Our Doors is the newsletter of the Doors to Wellbeing Technical Assistance Center.
For more, visit:
http://media.wix.com/ugd/8b1e4a_85e309050528431aa4993b1693ccc76e.pdf

News from NAMI STAR Center

The STAR Center is one of the five National Technical Assistance Centers funded by SAMHSA to support
mental health systems transformation. For more, visit: http://www.consumerstar.org/site/index.php
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News from Resilience, Inc.

This month’s newsletter includes: A Message from Lori Ashcraft, Inspirational Quotes from Dr. Seuss,
Ask Emily and Health, Wellness and Resilience – A Time to Share. For more, visit:
https://gem.godaddy.com/p/3eb167?fe=1&pact=5797-130132769-7855592545799e7f2474530c9b51c572b4ac1a779cbe88df85

News from PeerZone

Selected Articles of Interest






PeerZone is coming to the USA and Canada
The Alien Test: An Outside View of Human Reponses to Mental Distress
Outspoken: Suzana Harris
New PeerZone Website to be launched in May!
PeerZone expanding beyond workshops

Short Video: Outspoken: Suzana Harris (2:21 min.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4zVhiOgxNL0
For more, visit:
http://us2.campaign-archive2.com/?u=a70fe96d1e04d5a62aa72f527&id=7c0201cd20
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Upcoming Facilitator Orientation
Austin, Texas
May 17 – 20 2016
Vancouver BC
May 24 – 27 May 2016
For more, visit:
http://inaops.org/peerzone-in-the-u-s-a-and-canada

News from Intentional Peer Support

In this Issue:
Upcoming trainings, including new ADVANCED IPS
Article “On Moving Toward” by Shery Mead
Tribute to Cheryl MacNeil
New Resources – 3 Steps to IPS
Showing of Healing Voices

Click here – the Winter 2016 Newsletter is Now Available!

News from Recovery Innovations, International

Calendar of Events:
http://riinternational.com/events/2016-03/
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News from Recovery to Practice

For more, visit:
http://ahpnet.com/Files/Newsletter_March_2016.aspx
For Back Issues, visit:
http://www.samhsa.gov/recovery-to-practice/rtp-newsletter

News from the Global Peer Supporter Celebration Day
Organizer
Mark your calendars: 20 October 2016 is the date for Global Peer
Celebration Day this year! Yes! the Third Thursday of October is our
day to Celebrate annually.
Globally! Yes, Worldwide!
Wherever a Peer is Supporting Another on their Journey of Recovery, their Journey to
Reclaim their Life we shall Celebrate Life Every Day, but especially so on the Third Thursday
of the Year. GPSCD as we shall refer to it for brevity's sake is a GRASSROOTS, Local
Community Peer-Led, Peer-Driven event. I am merely your humble organizer and promoter
supported by the International Association of Peer Supporters ( iNAPS) and the Veteran's
Affairs Peer Support Program. We’re looking for people to serve as a point of contact from
every state and country and sister organization. There will be a kick-off to organize GPSCD at
the iNAPS annual conference, but there is much we need to do to get the word out.
Much more to follow
Respectfully, I remain your humble organizer;
Bill Beverley-Blanco, M.Ed Certified Peer Support Specialist
GPSCD2016@gmail.com is our email address
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iNAPS Webinars (Optum Supported)
The free webinar series will continue in 2016. In the meantime, the following
recorded webinars are available on our site

Webinar Number:
#24: National Survey of Peer Specialist Wages: Allen Daniels and Peter Ashenden
#23: Sustainable Resilience: Lori Ashcraft
#22: The History of the Consumer/Survivor Movement: Sally Zinman and Gayle Bluebird
#21: My Lived Experiences: Gitane Williams
#20: WRAP and Peer Support: Mary Ellen Copeland and Jane Winterling
#19: History of Peer Support: Larry Davidson, Ph.D., Yale University
#18: Compassion Fatigue: Ted Thomas, Promise Recovery Network, NC
#17: Peer Support in the VHA: Dan O’Brien Mazza, Director of Peer Support Services VA
#16: Build Your Resume: strategies for getting, keeping and advancing employment
#15: Emerging Roles in Peer Support: supporting employment and educational recovery
#14: The Workplace Bully – who and you and what to do
#13: Stress: The Deadly Plague (applicable to all professions)
#12: Self-Disclosure for peer support providers and other disciplines
#11: Tour of iNAPS Recovery to Practice training for experienced peer supporters

To access recorded webinars, visit the archive page: http://inaops.org/free-webinars-past.
Thank you David Barker (www.createusmedia.com) for
recording these sessions!

Thank you Optum (www.optum.com) for your ongoing donation of
time and technology, which allows us to offer these webinars free
of charge. And thank you Peter, for your support through the
years - you’re the greatest!
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RECENT AND UPCOMING WEBINARS

v

Recorded Webinars
Introducing Doors To Wellbeing- Our Doors Are Never Locked- By: Letty Elenes & Lee Shuer
Original broadcast: Tuesday, January 26th 11am PST/ 2pm EST
This webinar is only 60-minutes, but our doors are always open! Join Letty Elenes, Doors to Wellbeing
(D2W) Program Director, and Lee Shuer, Technical Assistance Director for D2W, for an “open house
tour” of our shiny new National Consumer Technical Assistance Center (NTAC)!
Click to listen: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/8443817565433150466
Peer Support Works, The Paper Proof- By: Gina Calhoun
Original broadcast: Tuesday, February 23rd 11am PST/ 2pm EST
This 60-minute webinar will briefly explain the history of Pennsylvania’s Medicaid Billable Certified Peer
Specialist (CPS) Services and the data that demonstrates its mutual benefits. Through valid survey
results, Gina will highlight how Pennsylvania’s CPS Initiative has benefited people participating in these
service, certified peer specialists, the behavioral health system and the greater community.
We will also review lessons learned and next steps for continued growth.
Click to listen: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/6889524839283782913
A Decade of Peer Culture, Support, and Leadership in Philadelphia- By: Crystal Edwards
Original broadcast: Tuesday, March 29th 11am PST/ 2pm EST
This 60- minute webinar will explore the City of Philadelphia Department of Behavioral Health and
Intellectual disAbility Services (DBHIDS) celebrated decade of behavioral health system transformation.
As part of this celebration, DBHIDS conducted an extensive study on what was working in the utilization
of peer support services and what still needed work. Philadelphia has been on the cutting edge of peer
support services both in training and in employment possibilities. This extensive study of all
stakeholders provides the foundation for Philadelphia to continue the growth of the peer specialist
professional as an indispensable member of the healthcare community.
Click to listen: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/5241505344090614020

Upcoming Webinars
Spring Series Starts in April
Workforce Integration: Why It Matters By: Dawniell A. Zavala
Tuesday, April 26th 11am PST/ 2pm EST
Dawniell Zavala, Program Director of W.I.S.E. (Workforce Integration Support and Integration) a
program of NorCal MHA, is an expert in successfully integrating peer workers into the mental health
system by creating a work environment that educates and supports all participants in the mental health
workforce. WISE, both prepares the organization on the best way to welcome, utilize, support and
nurture the peer worker while also providing a broad spectrum of education and support to the new
International Association of Peer Supporters (iNAPS) March/April 2016 Newsletter
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peer employee. This webinar will provide peer employers and employees with the obstacles, reasons
and methods to ensure a successful integration of peers into the mental health workforce.
Webinars are always free but pre-registration is required.
(Or copy and paste: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/6682977180743518722)

More Resources for Peers Supporters

To learn more, contact Rachelle Weiss, rweiss@copelandcenter.com

Temple University Collaborative - Webinars

Copy and paste the link to the archived webinars: http://tucollaborative.org/webinars/webinars/
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Recovery to Practice (RTP) Webinars on Recovery Principles
SAMHSA’S RTP Project offers 12 webinars each year. Webinars are free and open to all who are
interested. Presented by national experts and designed for a diverse audience, the webinars
cover practical applications of recovery principles. Resources and supplemental materials often
accompany the webinars.
For a list of recorded webinars, visit http://www.samhsa.gov/recovery-to-practice/technicalassistance-webinars

Bringing Recovery Supports to Scale Technical Assistance Center Strategy (BRSS TACS)

First Fridays
First Fridays with SAMHSA’s BRSS TACS is a free monthly opportunity
to meet with nationally recognized leaders to discuss recovery
related topics in an open and informal setting.
The most recent First Friday meeting was on, April 1, and the topic
was the Affordable Care Act and outreach in frontier states with Sue
Bergeson (Optum Health).
Click here to learn more about Sue Bergeson.
Click here to access recordings and presentation materials from previous First Friday meetings:
 Affordable Care Act and Outreach in Frontier States – Sue Bergeson
 What if I am the Only Peer on My Team? Leading the Way in Behavioral and Integrated
Healthcare Settings – LaVerne Miller
 Peer-run Respite – Steve Miccio
 Recovery-oriented Reentry Supports – Ayesha Delaney-Brusmey, Steve Morse, and Deborah
Monroe
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SAMHSA BRSS TACS First Fridays Archive (Continued)
















Understanding the Work of the Peer: Competencies and Challenges – Cheryl Gagne and Chacku
Mathai
Increasing Employment for People in Recovery – Len Statham
Recovery Messaging: Our Stories Have Power – Patty McCarthy Metcalf
Career Development for Peer Support Workers – Neil Campbell and Tanya Stevens
Youth Leadership Development – Dr. Cori Sheedy
Peer Support in Homeless Service Settings – Melodie Pazolt
Building Effective and Sustainable Peer-run Organizations – Dr. Edye Schwartz
Shared Decision Making: Empowered; Informed; Engaged – Laurie Curtis
Overview of Recovery Coach Training and Certification Programs – Patty McCarthy Metcalf
Using Recovery Dialogues to Assist in Systems Transformation: From Maintenance to
Community Integration – Dr. Daniel Fisher
Opioid Overdose and Recovery – Dr. Melinda Campopiano
Supervision Strategies for Peer Support Providers – Tanya Stevens and Bev Haberle
Health Information Technology Tools to Support Recovery – Dr. Wayne Centrone
Utilizing Recovery Month -- James Gillen
Medication Assisted Treatment and Recovery -- Walter Ginter and Steven Samra

Archive: http://brsstacs.center4si.com/FirstFridaysArchive.pdf

Depression and Bipolar Support Alliance
Peer Leadership Center
Join forces with the leading community of peer support!
The Peer Leadership Center, created by the Depression and Bipolar Support Alliance, is dedicated to
advancing the field of peer support and the peer provider workforce.
To learn more, visit the FAQ page: http://www.peerleadershipcenter.org/plc/FAQ.asp

Copeland Center –
Upcoming Events
View the Calendar of events https://copelandcenter.com/events
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WRAP and Peer Support
Handbook NEW Resource!
Now Available!
This book is a compilation of information on WRAP and on Peer
Support. It describes how these two strategies, which many
people think are the gold standard for recovery, wellness and
wellbeing, can be enhanced by using them together.
WRAP has been a Peer Support initiative from its beginning. The
focus of this book will be on how to effectively use the two
together—WRAP and Peer Support. To get the information for this book, I have collaborated with
people everywhere, people with lived experience who have responded to my queries, people who use
Wrap, Wrap Group Facilitators, Advanced Level Wrap Facilitators and people who have studied, use and
understand the value of peer support.~~ Mary Ellen Copeland PhD
To order, visit the WRAP and Recovery Bookstore: https://www.wrapandrecoverybooks.com/store/

http://www.samhsa.gov/sites/default/files/grants/pdf/ti-16-012.pdf
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Questions to Ask When Integrating Substance Use into Primary Care
Adding substance use services into safety-net primary
care settings requires understanding which services
are right for your agency and the people you serve,
what skills your team members need and who else
you should be working with to fully support your
patients. Whether you are getting started or already
well on your way to integrating these services, you
probably have a number of questions. We have the
answers or will help guide you in the right direction.
Visit www.integration.samhsa.gov to learn more.

Grassroots Leadership Development: A Guide for Grassroots Leaders, Support
Organizations, and Funders
The W. K. Kellogg Foundation invites and encourages you to read,
use, and pass on the Grassroots Leadership Development Guide for
Grassroots Leaders, Support Organizations, and Funders. The guide
was written because of a strong belief that nurturing and supporting
grassroots leaders and their organizations is central to sustaining our
democracy and to encouraging healthy, vibrant communities
throughout the world. The Kellogg Foundation has a long, rich
history of involvement with grassroots leadership, its issues, and
organizations. Approximately nine years ago, the Foundation funded
a cluster of projects designed to strengthen grassroots leadership in
the United States. The essential logic underlying this strategy was
that grassroots leadership will grow through Foundation-supported
programs that help find and nurture hidden talent, build trust, and
encourage cooperation among potential citizen leaders. Such
programs seek to improve the capacity of participants to solve broad
problems facing society and to deliver better human services to social and cultural groups in local
communities. For example, the Foundation might support a program that organizes and trains young
parents to help local school officials address the problems of youth in a decaying urban environment.
This approach would also lead to strong collaborations and networking. http://wkkf.org/resourcedirectory/resource/2003/01/grassroots-leadership-development-a-guide-for-grassroots-leadershipsupport-organizations-and
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Opportunities to get involved through surveys, studies, projects and more…

University of Illinois at Chicago
National Peer Specialist Career Development Survey

Survey ENDS April 14, 2016
Are you in one of the following states? Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, Delaware, Idaho, Louisiana,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Rhode Island, West Virginia and Wyoming. If so, we are seeking your input on a research study on the
career development experiences of peer specialists. Our goal is to better understand peer specialists’
experiences of career development and advancement, including the supports and barriers they face,
and to generate ideas regarding ways of improving career development supports and career mobility. If
you agree to participate you will be asked to fill out an online survey with both open-ended and closeended questions that should take no more than 30 minutes to complete. All questions are optional.
Note: Whether or not you are in one of the 18 requested states, we would like to hear from you!
Survey Link: https://uic.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_aWPgdkXflA5GnEp
The survey is for peer workers including certified peer specialists and anyone working now or who has
worked in a peer worker role (titles include peer bridger, peer liaison, etc.) If you have any questions,
please email the project primary investigator, Cherise Rosen, Ph.D. (crosen@psych.uic.edu) or coinvestigators Nev Jones, Ph.D. (jones.genevra@gmail.com) or Jessica Wolf, Ph.D. (jwolfds@gmail.com)
or visit www.bhpcd.org, the Behavioral Health Peer Career Development website. Thank you in advance.
Your participation will help increase knowledge about the peer workforce and contribute to creation of
additional peer career development opportunities.
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Survey of Online Peer Support Workers
LAST Chance to win an iPad Mini – Survey ENDS April 15, 2016
This is a study of peer supporters who are assisting
others through online services like web
conferences, video conferencing, chat rooms,
forums, smartphone apps and texting. We are
interested in learning about online work
experiences so that we can help other
organizations improve how they manage these services and the peers who deliver them.
Let’s get started!
Just click HERE or paste the following link into your browser:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1I59OAl2jfMWOz8Qtg-skYkr3rcKPtGlGOdexTgTXWQ/viewform?c=0&w=1

Peer Specialist Resources Survey

Peer Specialist Resources Survey
Click here to take the Peer Specialist Resources Survey
Or copy and paste the link into your browser:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1uTMNCkzJodFMRIoQaW2PvTlokOTqaXtcceG22jxF2M/viewform?c=0&w=1

Have you ever experienced seizures?
We are looking for peers who also have a lived
experience of seizures for a special project with
iNAPS.
Contact us at info@naops.org to learn more.
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Do you have a news item to share in a future newsletter?
Submit an article with the subject line: Member Recommended news
to our “member recommended” section.
info@naops.org

Job Posting

Soteria Program Manager: Full Time with Benefits
The Program Manager is responsible for overseeing a voluntary five-bed residence in Chittenden County for
individuals experiencing an early episode of psychosis and seeking to avoid or reduce reliance on
medication. Based on Dr. Loren Mosher’s successful project from the 1970s, Pathways Vermont Soteria provides
non-coercive supports in a homelike environment focused on interpersonal and psychosocial approaches.
Learn More: http://www.pathwaysvermont.org/?q=jobs/soteria-program-manager

http://www.peerfest.org/
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BRING THE MOVIE TO YOUR COMMUNITY… LEARN MORE
http://healingvoicesmovie.com/one-night-one-voice/

The Hollywood Beauty Salon: The Movie
The Place
The Hollywood Beauty Salon is a tiny beauty parlor tucked inside the Germantown Recovery
Community, a non-profit mental health facility in Northwest Philadelphia, which is a program of NHS
Human Services. The salon is not open to the public, but serves a small clientele in profound ways. Men
and women undergoing treatment for mental illness gather here to have their hair done, share stories,
and support each other as they rebuild their lives.
The Recovery Model
The Germantown Recovery Community is a community-integrated recovery center that serves persons
with behavioral health and addiction challenges. The film presents to a national audience NHS Human
Services’ successful execution of a model of mental health care—unique to the city of Philadelphia—that
combines both treatment and rehabilitation services that are individualized, choice-based, consumerdriven, family-inclusive and community-based.
Currently in production, Hollywood Beauty Salon is also a feature-length documentary that tells the
story of the salon—and its clients’ journeys of recovery—in imaginative ways. Documentary filmmaker
Glenn Holsten is partnering with members of The Germantown Recovery Community (part of NHS
Human Services) to produce a film that weaves together powerful narratives of
transformation. Hollywood Beauty Salon tells stories of struggle from darkness—including mental
health challenges, addiction, trauma, and abuse—to hope and light, revealing the strength of this special
community.
Learn more: http://hollywoodbeautysalonmovie.com/about/
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Canada National Conference on Peer Support

Leading Recovery
Toronto, Ontario, CANADA
April 27-29, 2016
http://ncps-canada.com/registration

2016 Recovery Workforce Summit
The State of Recovery in the World of Psych
Rehab: Our Collective Vision Put Into Action
May 22-25, 2016
Sheraton Boston Hotel, Boston, Massachusetts

http://www.psychrehabassociation.org/events/2016-recovery-workforce-summit

MENTAL HEALTH AMERICA

http://www.mentalhealthamerica.net/annualconference
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https://www.nami.org/convention

International Association of Peer Supporters (iNAPS)
10th Annual Peer Supporter Conference
Collaborating for Unity, Philadelphia
August 26-27, 2016
(Preconference events August 22-25)
http://inaops.org/2016-annual-conference/
Collaborating for Unity
Art by Sharon Wise

Alternatives 2016, San Diego, California
Save the Dates: September 19-23, 2016

http://www.peerlinktac.org/
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At Optum, we’re dedicated to helping make the health system work better for everyone.
www.optum.com

Tell Your Story in High Definition Video Production and Post Production
http://createusmedia.com

http://dbhids.org/

Your tax-deductible donation (any amount) to the
International Association of Peer Supporters (iNAPS) is greatly
(and gratefully) appreciated and will go toward our ongoing
efforts to educate, promote the inclusion of, and improve
conditions for the emerging peer support workforce and those
who are being supported through their efforts.

To make an online donation, visit:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/donations-to-inaps-tickets-19965392025
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Our free e-mail list is available for anyone with an interest in peer support or being a champion of the
peer support movement. You don't need to be a member to receive our monthly newsletter and other
free mailings (although we do encourage you to join if you find value in the information, education, and
outreach we offer!)
There is a link at the bottom of our home page (www.inaops.org) to join our free email list. Share the
link with others who would like to sign up for our free email list and receive notifications about free
webinars, our annual conference, and other upcoming events of interest in the world of peer support.

By joining iNAPS as a full member (it costs $25 to join and $25 annually), you can receive a discount on
the annual peer support conference registration fee, certificates for attending our free webinars (now a
"member only" benefit), have a vote on action items at the annual member meeting, and be eligible to
join workgroups with nationally-recognized leaders in the peer support movement and become a widely
recognized representative yourself, as well as receive the good feeling that comes with knowing what
you are doing is helping many others be reached and helped through the power of peer support.
Membership dues and donations are used toward continuing education of the peer workforce and to
ensure regular communication with peer supporters across the U.S. and others in other countries.
A limited number of free memberships have been donated by our members. If you cannot afford $25
per year to join, send a message to our membership committee with “Requesting a Sponsored
Membership” in the subject line to membership@naops.org. Please allow 6-8 weeks for a decision.
Otherwise, to join and pay the $25 annual membership fee online visit: http://inaops.org/join-us
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Recover Resources
Order postcards, posters, buttons, and more…
www.recoverresources.com
In memory of the mother of our founder and long time sponsor, Steve Harrington
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International Association of Peer Supporters
A non-profit organization
(www.inaops.org)

2016 Membership Form
The International Association of Peer Supporters welcomes all who support peer support
services. We promote peer support in a variety of settings including but not limited to mental
health care and addiction treatment. Members receive a certificate, e-mail newsletter, regular
updates and a registration fee discount for the annual national peer support conference.

Join our ranks to be informed, involved, and bring peer support to those who need it most!
To join, simply complete the following information form. The cost of individual
membership is $25 annually. If you can afford an additional donation (any amount), it will
be tax-deductible (membership fees are not).

Please Print Clearly!
Name________________________________________________________________________________

* E-Mail _____________________________________________________________________________
Mailing Address_______________________________________________________________________

City______________________________________ State/Country________ Zip____________________



Membership fee ($25) enclosed: $______________



Additional (tax deductible donation) enclosed: $______________
Total enclosed: $______________

Mail completed form with payment to: iNAPS, P.O. Box 19265, Cincinnati, Ohio 49347
Or apply online with credit card information to: https://inaps-membership-2015-16.eventbrite.com
*E-mail is required to receive communication: Provide an email address to guarantee you receive
communications from iNAPS.
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